NORTHERN NEVADA WATER PLANNING COMMISSION
AGENDA
Wednesday, May 6, 2009
1:30 p.m.

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF LOCATION
Washoe County Commission Chambers
1001 East Ninth Street
Reno, Nevada
1.

Roll Call and determination of presence of a quorum.

2.

Approval of agenda.

3.

Approval of the minutes from the April 1, 2009, meeting.

4.

Public Comments. * (Three-minute time limit per person.)

5.

Report on the success of the Truckee Meadows Water Authority
(TMWA) 2008 Water Usage Review Program, Lora Richards, Truckee
Meadows Water Authority. *

6.

Discussion and possible approval of augmented funding for an
existing purchase order with SNCAT (The Media Center), in an amount
not to exceed $900 from the Regional Water Management Fund
(RWMF), for television media coverage of three remaining Northern
Nevada Water Planning Commission (NNWPC) and Western
Regional Water Commission (WRWC) meetings for the 2008-2009
fiscal year, and, if approved, authorize the Program Manager to issue a
change order, Jim Smitherman.

7.

Discussion and possible approval of a Scope of Work from G3
Productions and funding from the RWMF in an amount not to exceed
$500 for television media coverage of the May 6, 2009 meeting of the
NNWPC at the Washoe County Commission Chambers, and, if
approved, authorize the Program Manager to issue a purchase order,
Jim Smitherman.

8.

Status report on the Truckee River Coordinated Monitoring Program
Memorandum of Understanding and pending Senate Concurrent
Resolution 2; possible direction to staff, Jim Smitherman.

9.

Report on the Conservation Element of the Washoe County
Comprehensive Plan and its relationship to the Regional Water
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Management Plan; possible direction to staff, Don Morehouse,
Washoe County Community Development.
10.

Status report on the TMWA / Washoe County Department of Water
Resources Integration Study; possible direction to staff, Jim
Smitherman.

11.

Informational report regarding Truckee Meadows Water Authority
Standing Advisory Committee, Barry Winzeler. *

12.

Program Manager’s Report, Jim Smitherman *
a. Status Report of Projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional
Water Management Fund
b. Financial report on the Regional Water Management Fund
c. Report on Legislative Activities
d. Truckee River Flood Management Project status report

13.

Discussion and possible direction to staff regarding agenda items for
the June 3, 2009, Commission meeting and future meetings, Jim
Smitherman.

14.

Commission comments. *

15.

Staff comments. *

16.

Public Comments. * (Three-minute time limit per person.)

17.

Adjournment.

*Indicates a non-action item

Notes:

Items on the agenda without a time designation may not necessarily be considered in the order in which they
appear. The Commission may take action on any of the action items listed.
Facilities in which this meeting is being held are accessible to the disabled. Persons with disabilities who
require special accommodations or assistance (e.g. sign language interpreters or assisted listening devices) at
the meeting should notify the Washoe County Department of Water Resources, at 954-4665, 24 hours prior to
the meeting.
In accordance with NRS 241.020, this agenda has been posted at the following locations: Reno City Hall (1
East First Street), Sparks City Hall (431 Prater Way), Sparks Justice Court (630 Greenbrae Dr), Sun Valley GID
(5000 Sun Valley Blvd.), TMWA (1355 Capital Blvd.), Washoe County Administration Building (1001 E. 9th
Street), Washoe County Clerk’s Office (Court and Virginia Streets), Washoe County Central Library (301 South
Center St.), Washoe County Department of Water Resources (4930 Energy Way), Galena Market (19990
Thomas Creek Rd.), Galena High School (3600 Butch Cassidy Way), South Valleys Library (15650A Wedge
Parkway), the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (NNWPC) website:
http://www.washoecounty.us/water/nnwpc.htm, and the Western Regional Water Commission’s (WRWC)
website: http://www.wrwc.us/meetings.html
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (“NNWPC”)
Lora Richards, Resource Planner
April 28, 2009
Report on the success of the Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) 2008
Water Usage Review Program.

Background
At its March meeting, the NNWPC took action to approve TMWA’s request for $64,100 for the
2009 Water Usage Review Program. Total cost of this program in 2009 is approximately
$106,000; the budget funds two auditor positions and related equipment.
The table below summarizes the number and type of water use reviews conducted to-date as part
of TMWA’s Water Usage Review Program. The number of water usage reviews has increased
over the life of the program. Feedback from participating customers is extremely positive.

2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003

Commercial
Residential
Total
265
2,196
2,461
221
1,804
2,025
70
661
731
123
771
894
66
431
497
42
402
444

Reno
Sparks
Washoe Co.
1,601
769
91
1,290
645
90
469
238
24
538
281
75
324
135
38
275
149
20

There are various situations that result in a customer request for a water usage review. The vast
majority of water usage reviews are initiated by a customer complaint concerning a high water
bill. Typically high bills are a result of:
• Misread meter,
• Leak, or
• Lack of awareness of how much water is actually being used by an irrigation system.
TMWA staff estimate at least 75% of all water usage reviews completed in a year are limited to a
review of a customer’s outdoor water use.
Discussion
There are simple methods for quantifying immediate water savings (for metered customers) as
the result of a leak repair at a particular property, however, there are complexities to quantifying
overall savings that span different audit types. TMWA’s Water Usage Review Program is not
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currently funded for customer follow-up therefore there is no way of knowing if any or all of the
recommendations made to the customer were followed.
Because the Water Usage Review Program is educational in nature, recommendations made to a
customer may not be immediately implemented. For example, a review may result in a
recommendation that the customer replace their toilet with a newer, low-flow model, or that they
purchase an Energy Star appliance when they replace their dishwasher or clothes washer.
However, the customer will likely wait some period of time, or until a breakage occurs, to
replace their appliance. Another example is a water usage review in September of 2008 may
have left the customer with the recommendation to replace their sprinkler heads for greater water
efficiency. They may wait until summer of 2009 to make the upgrade or decide instead to rip out
their sprinklers and install a drip system. Without a follow-up program it is not possible to know
the customer’s actual behavioral change or the timing of it.
Conclusion
TMWA’s Water Usage Review Program is primarily an educational program that assists the
utility with customer relations. Quantification of water savings as a result of this program is
resource intensive and beyond the budget and scope of the current program. In order to expand
the program to allow for customer follow-up and quantification of water savings, additional
staffing will be required.
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Northern Nevada Water Planning
Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

April 29, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Discussion and possible approval of augmented funding for an existing
purchase order with SNCAT (The Media Center), in an amount not to exceed
$900 from the Regional Water Management Fund (RWMF), for television
media coverage of three remaining Northern Nevada Water Planning
Commission (NNWPC) and Western Regional Water Commission (WRWC)
meetings for the 2008-2009 fiscal year, and, if approved, authorize the
Program Manager to issue a change order, Jim Smitherman.

SUMMARY
SNCAT has provided television media coverage of the NNWPC and WRWC meetings since
April 2008 through an existing purchase order in the amount of $9,000 from the RWMF. It
is necessary to augment this purchase order by $900 for the three remaining NNWPC and
WRWC meetings for the 2008-2009 fiscal year.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the NNWPC approve the augmented funding for an existing purchase
order with SNCAT in an amount not to exceed $900 from the RWMF, for television media
coverage of three remaining NNWPC and WRWC meetings for the 2008-2009 fiscal year,
and authorize the Program Manager to issue a change order.
JS:jd
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Northern Nevada Water Planning
Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

April 29, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Discussion and possible approval of a Scope of Work from G3 Productions
and funding from the RWMF in an amount not to exceed $500 for television
media coverage of the May 6, 2009 meeting of the NNWPC at the Washoe
County Commission Chambers, and, if approved, authorize the Program
Manager to issue a purchase order, Jim Smitherman.

SUMMARY
G3 Productions provides television media coverage of meetings in Washoe County
Commission Chambers (“County Chambers”). It is necessary to provide a purchase order for
this coverage of the May NNWPC meeting held in County Chambers. G3 Productions
provided a quote not to exceed $500 for this coverage.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the NNWPC approve the funding from the RWMF in an amount not
to exceed $500 for television media coverage of the May 6, 2009, meeting of the NNWPC at
the County Chambers, and authorize the Program Manager to issue a purchase order.
JS:jd
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Northern Nevada Water Planning
Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

April 29, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Status report on the Truckee River Coordinated Monitoring Program
Memorandum of Understanding and pending Senate Concurrent Resolution 2;
possible direction to staff.

SUMMARY
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 2 (“SCR 2”) was proposed by the Senate Committee on
Natural Resources on behalf of the Legislative Committee to Oversee the Western Regional
Water Commission. The purpose of the resolution is to encourage entities that are engaged
in monitoring the water quality of the Truckee River to coordinate certain activities. SCR 2
was amended once before being voted out of the Senate Committee. The resolution as
amended is attached. On April 28, the Assembly Committee on Elections, Procedures,
Ethics and Constitutional Amendments reviewed the resolution and, likewise, voted it out of
committee.
SCR 2 directs the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (“NDEP”) to develop a
Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) among the entities to ensure a clear understanding
of the coordinated monitoring program and the coordinated monitoring efforts in which the
entities are engaged. Further, NDEP is required to submit a report to the Legislative
Oversight Committee at its first meeting of the coming legislative interim.
NDEP began meeting with various federal, state and local entities engaged in monitoring the
Truckee River’s water quality in February and developed a MOU that is nearing completion.
The last MOU development meeting is scheduled for May 7, 2009, after which the MOU will
be circulated to the entities for execution. The most recent version of the draft MOU is
attached for your information.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the NNWPC accept this status report and provide appropriate
direction to staff.
JS:jd
Attachment

DRAFT MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE
OF A TRUCKEE RIVER COORDINATED MONITORING PROGRAM
This Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) is entered into by the undersigned signatories
(individually, “Party” and collectively, “Parties”) to provide a framework for cooperation in the
environmental monitoring and assessment of the Truckee River.
I.

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

A. The Parties recognize the many benefits of developing and maintaining a coordinated
monitoring program on the Truckee River. The Truckee River and its tributaries are monitored
by numerous local, state, tribal and federal agencies and other organizations. These agencies
and organizations collect chemical, physical and biological data and information for a variety of
purposes including but not limited to:
1. Evaluating compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and
permit requirements;
2. Assessing watershed health;
3. Developing watershed restoration plans;
4. Determining whether completed restoration plans achieve their intended goals; and
5. Conducting research.
B. Further, the 2009 Nevada Legislature encouraged the entities currently conducting
environmental monitoring in the Truckee River watershed to engage in coordinated efforts
regarding this monitoring, as described in the 2009 Legislative Session’s SCR-2 (attached.)
II.

GOALS

The goals of this MOU include:
A. Increasing efficiency and minimizing duplication of effort among the Parties;
B. Encouraging the Parties to utilize a central clearinghouse of technical and water-related
information;
C. Encouraging the Parties to develop robust data that may facilitate timely identification of
potential problems with water quality or environmental degradation of the Truckee River,
to the extent they have the authority and funding to do so;
D. Promoting the future protection of the Truckee River; and
E. Encouraging the Parties to share this information with each other, the public, and other
interested parties.
III.

OBJECTIVES:

To meet and achieve the foregoing goals, the Parties will strive to:
A. Increase communication and coordination of Truckee River monitoring efforts among the
Parties hereto.
B. Identify and implement opportunities for the development, use, and sharing of physical,
chemical, and biological data and information among signatories, other interested parties
and the public.
C. Promote and encourage opportunities to engage in coordinated monitoring efforts to
improve efficiency, maximize and leverage resources and prevent duplication of efforts.
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D. Develop robust data that may facilitate identification of problems and promote the
protection of the Truckee River.
E. Promote sound quality assurance and quality control practices to ensure the collection of
reliable and useful environmental data. Work toward creating consistency in data
collection methodologies where appropriate.
F. Provide accurate, clear and understandable environmental monitoring information
regarding the Truckee River to the public.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION:

To achieve the foregoing objectives, the Parties agree to:
A. Establish a MOU Oversight Working Group comprised of a principal representative
from each Party that will:
1. Oversee, manage, and implement the MOU.
2. Review and submit progress reports or similar documents as requested by the
Nevada Legislature or other entities.
3. Periodically review, revise and/or update MOU, as needed, to achieve goals.
Amendments shall become effective following written approval of the Parties.
4. Meet on a quarterly basis or other timeframe as deemed appropriate by the
Parties to review progress, discuss issues, resolve policy decisions and provide
guidance. The Nevada Division of Environmental Protection shall assume responsibility
for coordination of these meetings for a period of at least one year from the date this
MOU becomes effective.
B. Establish a Monitoring Coordination Working Group comprised of designated
representative(s) from some or all Parties to develop a coordinated monitoring effort among the
Parties that will:
1. Timely share information on field, laboratory and interpretive methods,
guidelines and protocols for environmental assessment.
2. To the extent practicable, make data available to other Parties and the public
through an existing data clearinghouse (Truckee River Information Gateway [TRIG] or
other clearinghouse designated by the Parties) to timely share relevant monitoring data
and methodologies.
3. To the extent practicable, coordinate monitoring activities to ensure the
efficient use of funding and staff resources.
4. Identify and, if practicable, minimize duplicative efforts.
5. Meet as necessary and draft progress reports or similar documents as needed
for review by the oversight working group.
V.

GENERAL PROVISIONS:

A. The Parties recognize that each local, state, tribal and federal entity has statutory and
regulatory authorities and responsibilities that cannot be delegated. Nothing in this MOU shall
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be construed as limiting, delegating, expanding or affecting, in any way, the legal authorities or
responsibilities of the Parties hereto. This MOU does not modify or supersede any other
applicable interagency agreements existing as of the effective date of this MOU.
B. Each provision of this MOU is subject to the applicable laws and rules that govern
each Party.
C. Nothing in this MOU shall be construed to require any Party to obligate or transfer any
funds or limit a Party’s ability to seek, obtain and spend funds within its statutory and regulatory
authority. Specific projects or activities conducted in furtherance of this MOU that involve the
transfer of funds, services, or property among any of the Parties hereto shall be carried out
according to the rules, regulations and requirements of each affected Party and be contingent
upon the availability of appropriated funds. Such activities must be independently authorized by
appropriate statutory authority and may require the execution of a separate agreement. The
Agreement does not provide such authority. Negotiation, execution and administration of each
such agreement must comply with all applicable statutes and regulations.
D. In carrying out the objectives of this MOU, unless otherwise agreed, each Party shall
oversee its own activities and utilize its own financial and other resources. Each Party shall
carry out its separate activities in a coordinated and mutually beneficial manner to the extent
practicable.
E. This MOU is intended only to improve the cooperation among the Parties. It is not
intended to, and does not create, any right, benefit, or trust responsibility, substantive or
procedural, enforceable at law or in equity, by a third party against any of the Parties, their
agencies, their officers, or any person. Further, nothing in the MOU shall be construed as
creating a right of action between any of the Parties..
F. This MOU is not a legally binding contract. Rather it creates a framework for the
cooperation between the Parties to participate in comprehensive and coordinated watershed
monitoring efforts and disseminate resultant data through the existing data clearinghouse.
G. This MOU shall become effective upon signature of at least two Parties and shall be
effective among the participating Parties until January 1, 2014 unless terminated by written
consent of the participating Parties. Any Party may terminate its participation under this MOU,
without cause, by providing written notice to each of the other Parties. Such termination shall
become effective upon receipt of such notice by any Party.
H. This MOU may be modified or amended only by written, mutual agreement of the
Parties. Amendments shall become effective only following written approval of the Parties.
V I.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES:

The Parties represent that the individuals listed on the signatory page are authorized to act in
their respective areas for matters related to this MOU.
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Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission
DATE:

April 28, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission
(“NNWPC”)

FROM:

Don Morehouse, Washoe County Community Development.
Chris Wessel, Water Management Planner

SUBJECT:

Report on the Conservation Element of the Washoe County Comprehensive Plan
and its relationship to the Regional Water Management Plan; possible direction to
staff.

SUMMARY
In response to a request by the NNWPC, staff has prepared the following informational report
regarding the relationship of the Washoe County Community Development Department’s (“WCCD”)
recently proposed revisions to the Conservation Element of the Washoe County Comprehensive Plan,
approved by the Washoe County Planning Commission (“WCPC”) on March 23, 2009, to the Water
Management Plan. The revisions contained in the new Conservation Element are intended to facilitate
the conservation, development, and utilization of natural resources, including, without limitation,
water and its hydraulic force, underground water, water supply, forests, soils, rivers and other waters,
harbors, fisheries, wildlife, minerals and other natural resources throughout the unincorporated
portions of the County. The Conservation Element is a required element within the Washoe County
Comprehensive Plan under NRS 278.160. The recently approved Conservation Element is available at
the following website address:
https://www.washoecounty.us/repository/files/10/030209_conservation_element.pdf
BACKGROUND
NRS 278.160 requires that counties and municipalities within counties that have a population of
100,000 persons or more adopt three mandatory elements: conservation, housing, and population.
The Conservation Element of the Washoe County Comprehensive Plan serves as the conservation
“plan” for unincorporated Washoe County and outlines policies and action programs for the
conservation and preservation of natural resources.
The current Conservation Element was last adopted by the Board of County Commissioners (“BCC”)
in 1991. The revisions approved by the WCPC will become effective upon adoption by the BCC. An
initiative to update the Conservation Element was started in 2005, complete with a Citizen Advisory
Board (“CAB”) open house and meetings with internal departments and external agencies including
the Nevada Department of Wildlife (“NDOW”) in early 2006 to verify text, format, and map data
accuracy. The update process was sidelined due to staff changes and updates among the other
Elements (primarily Land Use and Transportation and Population) and various Area Plans.
In early 2008, a revised draft of the Conservation Element was finally distributed to internal staff, the
Builder’s Association of Northern Nevada (“BANN”), and interested citizens. Changes were then
incorporated into the text for another updated draft that was again brought before the CABs at an
“open house” workshop on January 29, 2009. After several more meetings and review periods,
comments were collected again from internal staff as well as BANN and incorporated into the plan.
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The final draft Conservation Element along with the complete map series is now ready for BCC
review and potential adoption.
This Conservation Element follows in the footsteps of the Land Use and Transportation Elements
(“LUTE”), Population, and Housing Elements as well as various Area Plans that have been revised
and recently adopted here in Washoe County. The over-arching goals and policies of this new
Conservation Element reflect the different development patterns that have impacted scenic, land,
water, and air quality resources since the Conservation Element that is currently in place was adopted
in 1991. Examples include goals and corresponding policies that have been added to address the need
for the management, extraction, and development of renewable energy resources as well as low impact
development. The format of the new document is more easily read and the map series has been
updated to include layouts depicting the most up to date spatial information available.
The Washoe County Comprehensive Plan’s Conservation Element makes reference to the history of
the Water Planning Commission and its role in addressing water related issues through the
development and subsequent updates of, the Comprehensive Water Management Plan. The relevance
of the Conservation Element to the NNWPC is two fold: 1) The Conservation Element makes
references to the Water Management Plan in its goals; and 2) the NNWPC is required to take into
consideration in the development of the Comprehensive Water Management Plan information from
entities concerned with water related issues within the planning area.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the NNWPC accept this status report and provide appropriate direction to staff.
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Northern Nevada Water Planning
Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

April 29, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Status report on the Truckee Meadows Water Authority (“TMWA”) / Washoe
County Department of Water Resources (“DWR”) Integration Study; possible
direction to staff.

SUMMARY
On March 4, 2009, the NNWPC requested a status report on the ongoing investigation of the
possible integration of certain TMWA and DWR functions and activities that may benefit
customers in the Truckee Meadows Service Area. The phased investigation is being
conducted at the direction of the Western Regional Water Commission (“WRWC”) using
multiple teams comprised of TMWA and DWR staff, including: Finance, System Planning
& Engineering, Human Resources, Operations and Water Resources.
Attached is a status report presented to the WRWC on March 13, 2009, that includes a
preliminary assessment report from the System Planning and Engineering Team.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the NNWPC accept this status report and provide appropriate
direction to staff.
JS:jd
Attachment
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Western Regional Water Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 3, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Western Regional Water Commission

FROM:

Mark Foree, TMWA Interim General Manager
Rosemary Menard, Director, Washoe County Department of Water Resources

SUBJECT:

Status Report on the activities of the Integration Project

Discussion:
The staffs of TMWA and WCDWR continue to cooperatively investigate the various options and
scenarios that may lead to some form of the integration of functions or activities that will
ultimately benefit the utility customers in the Truckee Meadows service area.
Activities since our Last Report:
1) Finance Team: Held a meeting to discus the initiation of the Phase II analysis and to
discuss the due diligence data request submitted by TMWA. The Phase II financial
analysis will evaluate each entity’s operating costs. This operating cost data will be used
to populate a financial model that will compare the cost of service as stand alone entities
and to compare various scenarios of integrated functions.
2) System Planning and Engineering Team: This team has completed the Phase I report,
which evaluates opportunities for making better use of currently available infrastructure
as well as considering what planned future investments in infrastructure might be
eliminated or deferred as a result of operating WCDWR and TMWA’s water utilities as
one system. The Phase I staff report is attached.
3) Operations Team: The Operations team held their first meeting on Feb. 25th. This team
will be reviewing and evaluating the opportunities to reduce the cost of treatment, water
quality, distribution and maintenance activities through some form of integrated
operation.
4) Water Resources Team: The Team held their first meeting on March 5th. This team will
be reviewing all the issues associated with water supply, water rights, surface water use,
ground water use, and water planning.
5) Human Resources Team: A strategic level meeting was held to discuss potential issues
and timeframes for more detailed analyses.
6) Other: Issues are now being identified that overlap with the system planning, water
resource planning, and operations planning analysis. The issues are becoming
interdependent and will be reviewed concurrently in the future.
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Next Steps:
1) Continue the Phase II Operational Cost Analysis
2) Continue Phase II of the System Planning and Engineering Team – Assessment of the
New Business Processes & Rules
3) Continue Water Resources Team activities
4) Continue Operations Team activities
5) Continue Human Resource activities
Attachments:
 System Planning & Engineering staff report and attachment
 Integration Master Schedule
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Western Regional Water Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

March 3, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Western Regional Water Commission

FROM:

Mark Foree/Scott Estes/Jack Byrom, Truckee Meadows Water Authority
Rosemary Menard/Rick Warner, Washoe County Department of Water Resources

SUBJECT:

TMWA/WCDWR Integration Evaluation - Discussion and possible direction
to staff regarding the Preliminary Assessment Report prepared by the
System Planning & Engineering Team

SUMMARY
At its December 11, 2008 meeting, the Western Regional Water Commission (WRWC) directed
staffs from the Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) and the Washoe County
Department of Water Resources (WCDWR) to implement a phased approach for evaluating the
opportunities and constraints of integration. One of the initial evaluation efforts identified in the
phased approach was an assessment of the potential benefits of integrated operation of TMWA
and WCDWR water system facilities. This report summarizes the conclusions contained in the
Preliminary Assessment Report (PAR) of the Planning & Engineering Team (see Attachment A).
Please refer to Attachment “A” for a definition of the purpose, scope and limitations of the
evaluation.
The Planning & Engineering Team’s preliminary assessment concludes that integrated planning
and operation of water system facilities would produce improved reliability, water quality and
service levels for customers; and potentially result in decreased operating and/or capital costs as
compared to stand-alone water systems.
The opportunity scorecards in the PAR are a useful method of providing an “at a glance”
comparison of the potential benefits that may be possible in each of the study areas (South
Truckee Meadows, Spanish Springs and North Valleys). This comparison reveals that there are
more opportunities for beneficial results in the South Truckee Meadows than currently exist in
the other two study areas. It is anticipated that the potential benefits identified in the assessment
could be realized through something other than full consolidation or integration including some
form of interlocal operating agreement.
Savings created by the deferral of capital projects where funding has already been secured (i.e.
bonds have been issued) may not be realized unless the debt already incurred can be reallocated
to other projects or defeased. If neither of these outcomes can be achieved, bond proceeds do
produce investment income and O&M savings can result from deferring CIP projects that
involve extensive energy use and/or chemical purchases.
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This situation applies to the construction of WCDWR’s planned South Truckee Meadows Water
Treatment Plant (STMWTP), for which bonds have been sold but construction has not begun.
The annual O&M cost savings of not operating the new water treatment plant is estimated to be
on the order of $500,000 based on a proration of actual O&M costs at TMWA’s Glendale WTP.
Assuming that growth stimulates economic activity and assuming economic stimulation is good
for the community, probably the biggest potential benefit of integrated operations would be
implementing conjunctive use of groundwater and surface water supplies. A conjunctive use
plan that uses surface water as a base load supply and compresses the delivery of groundwater
resources into the peak summer months optimizes the total water demand that can be satisfied
from the available pool of resources. Therefore, what resources are currently available may be
able to support more growth than under a non-conjunctive use scenario. At the time of writing of
the PAR, accurate estimates of WCDWR’s build-out demands and groundwater source capacity
by pressure zone were not available to determine the long-term viability of a conjunctive use
plan. The completion of WCDWR’s area facility plans with updated build-out demands should
provide the source and demand data that the Resource and Engineering teams can use to
determine the overall supply vs. demand and develop realistic conjunctive use scenarios for the
integrated systems.
Additional operational cost savings might be realized through a reduction in annual pumping
costs. Assuming that a conjunctive use program is viable, shutting down wells in the winter
months to avoid electric demand and facility charges and energy consumption costs may produce
cost savings that exceed the cost of additional pumping in the summer months. Conversion of
WCDWR’s wells to NV Energy’s Optional Time-of-Use (TOU) tariffs might also result in cost
savings. A cursory calculation for WCDWR’s wells in the Double Diamond area based on
extensive assumptions and simplifications yields a maximum theoretical cost savings of perhaps
$100,000 per year. (WCDWR is in process of making the transition to time of use pumping at
this time and is estimating that system-wide energy savings will be in the range of $200,000 to
$300,000 compared to its current operating scenario.)
Currently, TMWA realizes significant cost savings from shutting down its Glendale WTP during
the winter months. For at least the immediate future, WCDWR’s Longley treatment plant could
also be shut down in the winter months under an integrated operational scenario. At some point
in the future (dictated by system demand) a seasonal shut down of the Glendale plant will not be
possible. Whether or not this event would be accelerated by integration (and thus increase
operating costs earlier than anticipated) is unknown at this time.

Phase 2 Work:
The System Planning & Engineering Team has also been tasked with reviewing new business
practices and procedures of both water purveyors and to determine the feasibility of a “one-stopshop” desired by area developers. It is anticipated that this work will begin around the end of
March 2009.
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PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT REPORT
DWR-TMWA INTEGRATION STUDY

DATE:

February 17, 2009

TO:

Jack Byrom
Rosemary Menard

FROM:

Scott Estes
Rick Warner

RE:

TMWA-DWR Integration Analysis
Planning & Engineering Preliminary Assessment Report

Integration Study Purpose and Mission:
To explore opportunities whereby TMWA and WCDWR may, through joint operation of water
system facilities and management of water resources, produce quantifiable benefits for
TMWA and WCDWR customers and the community as a whole.
System Planning and Engineering Team Purpose and Scope:
The System Planning and Engineering Team was charged with identifying and evaluating the
opportunities to achieve improved service levels; reduce system operating costs; reduce
facility capital costs; eliminate unnecessary or redundant facilities; increase system reliability;
increase water quality; and maximize conjunctive use of limited groundwater and surface
water resources through implementation of operating and capital planning strategies based
on the assumption that the DWR and TMWA water facilities and systems are one rather than
two separate systems.
Methodology and Approach to the Evaluation:
It was determined that the most effective approach to the evaluation would be to focus on
specific pressure zones located at the boundaries between the distribution systems in the
South Truckee Meadows, Spanish Springs and the North Valleys. Initial discussions were
facilitated through an exchange of area assessment worksheets that identified system
deficiencies and/or operational concerns/constraints along with the capital improvement
plans (if any) to address those issues. This allowed each purveyor to determine if there were
opportunities to utilize existing facilities and/or excess capacity to potentially replace or delay
expenditures planned by the other entity.
Following high level introductory discussions of each study area by the full teams during the
first two meetings, it was decided to break into sub-teams to allow those most knowledgeable
and experienced in each geographical study area to determine if and how the adjacent water
systems could be physically integrated and to quantify the benefits. The sub-team analyses
included combined water system computer model simulations when possible to analyze
service levels and to provide a more detailed evaluation of conjunctive use scenarios with
integrated operation.
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PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT REPORT
DWR-TMWA INTEGRATION STUDY
Summary:
The Planning and Engineering Team concluded that integration efforts could produce one or
more of the following benefits in each of the study areas: improved service levels; reduced
operating costs; reduced capital costs and/or facility charges; elimination of unnecessary
redundant facilities; and improved water quality. Each of the study areas is discussed in
greater detail in the report sections to follow.

South Truckee Meadows:
The South Truckee Meadows (STM) area presents opportunities for successful integration
and/or joint operation of water system facilities. Based on very limited and cursory analyses,
the opportunity scorecard for the STM area is presented below:
Will DWR/TMWA System Integration…
Improve
Decrease
Improve
Improve
Service
Operating
Reliability?
WQ?
Levels?
Costs?

Potentially
Yes
Probably
Not

TMWA

DWR

X

X

TMWA

DWR

TMWA

X

X

X

DWR

TMWA

DWR

X

X

Eliminate or
Delay Capital
Expenditures
?
TMWA DWR
X

X

X

Reliability: DWR Storage would increase reliability for TMWA customers. The radial
configuration of TMWA’s South Virginia system would be eliminated by looping with
DWR’s Double Diamond (DD) system, which would increase the reliability of supply to
TMWA’s Zolezzi system. Replacing 1-2 wholesale take points with several
connections would increase reliability to DWR’s DD system.
Water Quality: A conjunctive use operating approach with a base load surface water
supply would provide a more effective method to manage the potential future impacts
from arsenic that would require either blending or treatment to meet running annual
average (RAA) criteria in the DD area. Conjunctive use may allow DWR to rest the
DD aquifer in the winter months, which may possibly slow the migration of arsenic
and/or boron into the capture zones of DWR wells.
Service Levels: TMWA could lower service pressures in the E. Huffaker area.
Suction pressure to TMWA’s Zolezzi pumping system and the South Virginia area
would be stabilized and increased. Fire flow capacity would increase to TMWA’s
South Virginia corridor.
Operating Costs: TMWA may be able to reduce operating costs by eliminating
seasonal continuous pumping at the Longley pump station during electric on-peak
periods and by decreasing required pump horsepower. DWR may be able to reduce
pumping costs by not operating DD wells in the winter/shoulder months. DWR should
be able to shut down the Longley GWTP in the winter months.
Capital Expenditures: TMWA could eliminate the Longley Tank project ($4.7M).
DWR may be able to delay the STM WTP project ($38M) as well as defer expansion
of the Longley GWTP ($4.4M).
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DWR’s primary objectives in the STM area include deferring construction of their treatment
plant and insuring compliance with arsenic standards. TMWA’s primary objectives in the
STM involve increasing system reliability. TMWA’s existing facilities are capable of
delivering up to 5400 GPM of surface water to the DD area. Up to 7400 GPM can be
delivered to the STM area with construction of additional TMWA facilities at a cost of about
$2.8 Million. Construction of those facilities might be deferred or possibly eliminated if
additional TMWA surface water could be delivered to the STM area via DWR’s existing 16inch transmission main from Hidden Valley.

Spanish Springs:
The Spanish Springs (SS) area presents very limited opportunities for physical integration of
water system facilities. Based on very limited and cursory analyses, the opportunity
scorecard for the SS area is presented below:
Will DWR/TMWA System Integration…
Improve
Decrease
Improve
Improve
Service
Operating
Reliability?
WQ?
Levels?
Costs?
TMWA
Potentially
Yes
Probably
Not

DWR

TMWA

DWR

TMWA

DWR

TMWA

X
X

X

DWR

Eliminate or
Delay Capital
Expenditures
?
TMWA DWR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Reliability: DWR groundwater capacity would increase reliability for TMWA
customers if there was a break on a major transmission main. However, the existing
pressure zones are too disparate to achieve completely open and integrated
distribution systems. The six existing interties could be utilized more effectively and
additional interties constructed as necessary to maximize the capacity of existing
facilities and increase system reliability and service levels.
Water Quality: A conjunctive use operating approach including providing an off-peak
base load surface water supply would provide a more effective method to manage
arsenic blending and meet RAA criteria in DWR’s system.
Service Levels: Because existing pressure zones and boundaries would likely
endure, service levels should be unaffected. Existing service levels are considered
generally good.
Operating Costs: DWR may be able to reduce pumping costs by not operating SS
wells in the winter months.
Capital Expenditures: DWR’s commitment to limit GW pumping to 1800 AFA
(reflecting over-appropriation of the SS basin), prohibits sharing excess GW capacity
with TMWA during the summer peak period. Therefore, it is unlikely that TMWA will
be able to delay or downsize planned capital improvements.
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DWR’s primary objectives in the SS area include arsenic compliance and reducing annual
groundwater pumping in the basin. TMWA’s challenges in the SS area involve scheduling
construction of capacity improvements as necessary to maintain service levels in the
northern extents of the TMWA gravity zone during peak periods. The ability of TMWA’s
system to deliver surface water to the SS area is limited by hydraulic constraints resulting
from the extreme distance between source of supply (Glendale WTP) and the Spanish
Springs Valley. The effect of distance cannot be cost effectively overcome with larger
transmission mains; therefore, long-term facility plans to meet future peak demands include
the development of a low-head pump zone between TMWA’s current Sparks Gravity zone
and Spanish Springs pumping system. Select future phases of TMWA’s Sparks Feeder Main
project could be delayed or perhaps downsized only with development of significant new
peaking water sources north of Satellite Hills. Since groundwater resources in the
hydrographic basin are apparently over appropriated now, it is likely that significant additional
municipal well capacity can only be developed in the region with large scale conversion of
single domestic wells to municipal supply, or possibly implementing an extensive aquifer
storage and recovery (ASR) program. A conjunctive use plan maximizing the current TMWA
wholesale delivery rate of 4200 gpm (the maximum contract rate) plus 1800 AFA of DWR
groundwater was presented in DWR’s 2007 SS water facility plan update. The analysis
indicates that this conjunctive use plan could supply a DWR demand of up to 6250 AFA, but
does not result in excess on-peak groundwater capacity that could be made available to the
TMWA system. However, recent TMWA planning efforts reflecting revised operating plans,
including on-peak support from its Hawkings Court well, indicate the TMWA system may be
capable of peak period deliveries in excess of 2000 gpm at the Lazy 5 wholesale delivery
point, depending on ultimate demand on the TMWA system.

North Valleys:
The North Valleys (NV) areas (Lemmon Valley, Stead and Silver Lake) present limited
opportunities for successful integration and joint operation of water system facilities. Based
on limited/cursory analyses, the opportunity scorecard for the NV area is presented below:
Will DWR/TMWA System Integration…
Improve
Decrease
Improve
Improve
Service
Operating
Reliability?
WQ?
Levels?
Costs?

Potentially
Yes
Probably
Not

TMWA

DWR

X

X

TMWA

DWR

TMWA

DWR

TMWA

DWR

X

Eliminate or
Delay Capital
Expenditures
?
TMWA DWR
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Reliability: DWR groundwater capacity would increase reliability for TMWA
customers if there was a break on the North Virginia-Stead transmission main. In
theory, Fish Springs groundwater could provide short-term drought protection for the
TMWA system. Strategic interties could increase overall reliability for DWR
customers in case of main breaks or disruption of normal supply.
Water Quality: Short term use of Fish Springs water by both systems would likely
alleviate current pH problems caused by the reduced turnover (low demand) in the
lengthy transmission system (long term WQ issues are not anticipated). Potential
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issues from iron, manganese and nitrate levels in some Lemmon Valley wells could
be minimized by limiting the use of those groundwater sources, or possibly blending
groundwater and surface water sources.
Service Levels: No significant improvement in service levels is anticipated as a
result of integrated operations.
Operating Costs: Short term seasonal pumping costs may be avoided in one or
both systems if a conjunctive use operating scheme can be implemented and
depending upon which resource is utilized for base load purposes.
Capital Expenditures: Differences in system pressures complicate matters, but it
may be possible to avoid duplicate water main facilities in Old Virginia Road by
ultimately converting the use of a single new pipeline from one pressure zone/entity
to another (approx. $3.5M).
DWR’s primary objectives in the NV area include construction of facilities to integrate and
utilize the Fish Springs groundwater source and to manage the local groundwater basin.
TMWA’s challenges in the NV area involve timely replacement of aging infrastructure and the
management of its west Lemmon Valley groundwater sources. Water resources allocated to
the original Stead-Silver Lake retail water service area include 4.25 MGD of Truckee River
rights and an additional 2-3 MGD (620 AF mid-May through mid-September) of local
groundwater. Surface water deliveries to the Lemmon Valley-Stead-Silver Lake area in
excess of that original 4.25 MGD are considered to be an inter basin transfer or export.
Therefore, any new demand served by Truckee River rights requires an additional “return
flow” water resource dedication (equal to 50% of the consumptive demand) to replace the
amount of water that would normally return to the river system if the resource had been used
in the Truckee Meadows. Obviously this is not a desirable use of limited Truckee River
resources; therefore, TMWA has not planned to expand its existing service area beyond
what can be supported with existing resources.
The Fish Springs groundwater importation project was constructed to provide a water supply
for future growth in the area. Effluent disposal issues notwithstanding, long-term growth
projections for the North Valleys indicate a water supply deficit even with full utilization of all
available resources (Truckee River, Fish Springs and local basin groundwater). Long term
displacement of Truckee River rights with Fish Springs water makes sense only if the river
rights can be resold for use elsewhere in the Truckee Meadows at a price that exceeds the
cost of the Fish Springs resource. However, as previously mentioned, this concept could
also potentially limit overall growth in the North Valleys. In the short term, the Fish Springs
resource could provide drought protection and allow TMWA to delay use of its water stored in
upstream reservoirs during drought conditions. In addition, Fish Springs water could also be
used to remediate the local groundwater basin through passive or active ASR programs.
Full integration of the Fish Springs resource into DWR’s system requires the construction of
major transmission mains from the termination of the Fish Springs project in the north to the
North Virginia corridor in the south and ultimately to storage in DWR’s Horizon Hills system.
TMWA must also construct a transmission main in Old North Virginia to replace the existing
Stead main between Golden Valley Road and the Stead Tanks. A single, appropriately sized
pipe in Old Virginia between Lemmon Drive and the Stead Tanks would suffice if the main is
ultimately operated as part of the Fish Springs conveyance system. Under this scenario,
TMWA would deliver its Stead surface water supply to DWR’s Lemmon Valley system near
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the intersection of Lemmon Drive and North Virginia; and DWR would deliver the same
offsetting amount of Fish Springs water to TMWA’s Stead system on Old Virginia Road west
of Stead Boulevard. This plan also takes advantage of the higher Fish Springs/Horizon Hills
hydraulic grade line (HGL) which would be able to serve elevations along the Old Virginia
corridor above those that could be served from the TMWA/Raleigh Heights HGL. In the short
term, the 1000 gpm TMWA wholesale capacity requested by DWR and short-term excess
capacity inherent to TMWA’s new North Virginia-Stead pumping system could be used to
defer construction of a portion of the Fish Springs integration facilities.
TMWA’s “golf course” main provides a major transmission tie between its storage facilities at
the south end of Stead Boulevard and the northern extents of the distribution system
adjacent to the airport. The existing steel pipe was originally installed in the 1940’s and is
scheduled for replacement as part of TMWA’s CIP. A main replacement in this particular
corridor provides an opportunity to move significant volumes of Fish Springs water from the
north to the south; however, TMWA also needs additional north to south capacity to fully
utilize its local groundwater supplies. The two uses are not compatible based on respective
system pressures; however, additional study may identify alternate scenarios that might
work. In general, disparate pressure zones complicate system and facility integration. Very
close cooperation and joint planning between TMWA and DWR will be required to develop
unique solutions and insure that potential benefits are ultimately realized.
Recommendations, Limitations & Additional Studies:
This preliminary assessment relies primarily upon the professional judgment of engineers
most familiar with the water systems in each study area. The “scorecards” and brief
explanations for each area present the potential benefits of integrated operation based on
expert opinion without detailed or rigorous engineering analysis. Some of the issues that
need to be considered or that require further study and development include the following:
•

•

•

•

•

This analysis does not consider what type of integration (as opposed to full
consolidation) may be implemented. Facility integration would be more efficient if
existing wholesale meter facilities were physically bypassed and additional
connections and interties constructed. If both entities continue to control their own
assets and revenues, accounting of “wholesale” deliveries would be problematic.
Additional study and discussion will be required to address issues associated with the
current agreement between DWR and STMGID in the STM including joint use of
facilities, water sources, joint operations and costs.
Based on various regional planning efforts and population projections, it is apparent
that the long-term projected demand will exceed the existing supply at some point in
the future. This analysis does not consider demands beyond 2030, which may
exceed the current pool of available resources. It is noted that as recently as 2007,
TMWA’s maximum day demand (MDD) in the year 2030 was estimated to be on the
order of 195 million gallons per day (MGD). New growth projections developed
subsequent to the beginning of the economic slowdown predict a 169 MGD maximum
day demand for TMWA’s system in 2030.
The Resource Team will need to quantify groundwater and surface water resources
and determine the feasibility of conjunctive use programs on an annual and ongoing
basis including the yield of the combined resources during extended drought periods.
Where it was possible to model integrated systems, the analysis utilized system
“build-out” models which may contain future facilities that may not be available in the
short-term to facilitate system integration. Detailed engineering analysis should be
performed to determine if additional facilities are required to implement integration
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•

•
•

cc:

and to estimate the cost of those facilities. In addition, average day, peak hour, fire
flow and operational storage utilization/recovery scenarios need to be evaluated.
Changes to existing operating procedures need to be established and evaluated. For
example, it may become necessary to operate the Glendale WTP on a year-round
basis; or integrated operation may require pumping in electric on-peak periods, etc.
Potential operating and capital cost savings identified herein need to be further
analyzed, refined and measured.
DWR is in the process of updating its water facility plans for the STM, SS and NV
areas. When available, these facility plans should be reviewed and the
recommended improvements incorporated into this analysis. It is anticipated that the
updated facility plans will include revised future demand projections by individual
pressure zone. This information will be very helpful in developing more detailed
potential conjunctive use operating scenarios.

TMWA
Mark Foree
John Erwin
Jeff Tissier

DWR
Ben Hutchins

Engineering/Planning Team Members:
TMWA
Scott Estes (lead)
Scott Benedict
Holly Flores
Tiffany Bowling
Keith Ristinen
John Erwin

DWR
Rick Warner (lead)
Alan Jones
John Buzzone
Joe Howard
Scott Smilley
Vahid Behmaram
Dwayne Smith
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ID

Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish
October
Oct

Nov

Dec

2009
January
Jan

April
Feb

Mar

1
2
3
4

Consolidation / Integration Project
Date : 02-25-09

1 day?

Wed 11/26/08

Wed 11/26/08

1 day?

Wed 11/26/08

Wed 11/26/08

5
6

Finance Team

1 day?

Wed 11/26/08

Wed 11/26/08

7

Draft Financial Bond Analysis Report

19 days?

Tue 11/25/08

Fri 12/19/08

8

Final Financial Bond Analysis Report

9 days?

Tue 12/2/08

Fri 12/12/08

9

Report Presented to WRWC

1 day?

Fri 12/12/08

Fri 12/12/08

10

Report to TMWA Board

1 day?

Wed 11/26/08

Wed 11/26/08

11

Present Fidings To TMWA SAC

1 day?

Tue 1/6/09

Tue 1/6/09

12

Presnt Findings To External Organizations

1 day?

Mon 1/19/09

Mon 1/19/09

13

Begin Operational Financial Analysis

39 days?

Wed 2/25/09

Fri 4/17/09

14

TMWA Funding Plans Prepared

41 days?

Wed 1/7/09

Tue 3/3/09

15

WCDWR Funding Plans Prepared

41 days?

Wed 1/7/09

Tue 3/3/09

1 day?

Wed 11/26/08

Wed 11/26/08

16
17

System Planning & Engineering Team

18

Team Kickoff Meeting

19

Preliminary Assessment Report ( System )

20
21

1 day?

Thu 12/4/08

Thu 12/4/08

54 days?

Tue 12/9/08

Fri 2/20/09

Present Findings To TMWA SAC, BANN, etc.

1 day?

Sat 2/28/09

Sat 2/28/09

Present Findings To WRWC,TMWA SAC, BANN, etc.

1 day?

Fri 3/13/09

Fri 3/13/09

23

Prelim. Evaluation for Development Business Process

42 days?

Mon 2/2/09

Mon 3/30/09

24

Present Findings To WRWC,TMWA SAC, BANN, etc.

1 day?

Tue 4/7/09

Tue 4/7/09

26

Human Resources Team

1 day?

Wed 11/26/08

Wed 11/26/08

27

Strategy Meeting

1 day?

Mon 1/5/09

Mon 1/5/09

28

Preliminary Assessment Meeting

1 day?

Fri 2/27/09

Fri 2/27/09

30

Operations Team

1 day?

Mon 2/2/09

Mon 2/2/09

31

Initial Team Meeting

32

Assessment Process

33

22

25

29

1 day?

Wed 2/25/09

Wed 2/25/09

48 days?

Wed 2/25/09

Thu 4/30/09

First Draft Assessment Report

1 day?

Thu 4/30/09

Thu 4/30/09

35

Water Resources Team

1 day?

Mon 1/12/09

Mon 1/12/09

36

Team Kickoff Meeting

1 day?

Thu 3/5/09

Thu 3/5/09

37

Assessment Process

1 day?

Fri 1/30/09

Fri 1/30/09

38

First Draft Assessment Report

1 day?

Fri 1/30/09

Fri 1/30/09

Joint Teams Meeting ?????

1 day?

Mon 5/18/09

Mon 5/18/09

Initial Preliminary Assessment Report To WRWC

1 day?

Fri 5/29/09

Fri 5/29/09

1 day?

Fri 5/29/09

Fri 5/29/09

34

39
40
41
42
43

Continue Process ????

44
45

Project: 11-27-08 - Consoliation - Integ
Date: Thu 2/26/09

Task

Progress

Summary

External Tasks

Split

Milestone

Project Summary

External Milestone
Page 1

Deadline

July
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug
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ID

Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish
October
Oct

Nov

Dec

2009
January
Jan

April
Feb

Mar

46
47

Customer Services Process Team

1 day?

Mon 3/23/09

Mon 3/23/09

Communications Team

1 day?

Mon 3/23/09

Mon 3/23/09

Information Technology Team

1 day?

Mon 3/23/09

Mon 3/23/09

181 days?

Mon 11/24/08

Fri 7/31/09

Draft Integration / Consolidation Report

1 day?

Mon 4/27/09

Mon 4/27/09

Final Integration/ Consolidation Report

1 day?

Mon 6/29/09

Mon 6/29/09

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Legal Liaison Team

57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Project: 11-27-08 - Consoliation - Integ
Date: Thu 2/26/09

Task

Progress

Summary

External Tasks

Split

Milestone

Project Summary

External Milestone
Page 2

Deadline

July
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug
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Northern Nevada
Water Planning Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

April 30, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

June Davis, Administrative Secretary

SUBJECT:

Informational report regarding the Truckee Meadows Water Authority Standing
Advisory Committee

Barry Winzeler may update the Commission with a verbal informational report on the Truckee
Meadows Waster Authority Standing Advisory Committee.
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Northern Nevada
Water Planning Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

April 30, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Program Manager’s Report

Attached are the following updated reports for your review:
a) Status Report of Projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional Water
Management Fund
b) Financial report on the Regional Water Management Fund
c) Report on Legislative Activities
d) Truckee River Flood Management Project status report
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Status Report of Projects and Work Plan
Supported by the Regional Water Management Fund
Approved by
Water
Approved
Planning
by
Commission
WRWC
Project Name
Contractor/Provider
Dr. Gary Oppliger
01/04/06
By BCC on (DinSar) Groundwater
9/26/06 Monitoring Program
Using Satellite Radar
Images
6/20/07
N/A
Water Plan & Hydrologic Niki Linn
Criteria & Drainage
Design Manual update editing & formatting

DRI (Desert Research
Institute)

20,000

3,330

83%

6/30/09

The new title is: Truckee
Meadows Regional
Drainage Manual; draft is
available at
www.washoecounty.us/pub
works/engineering

20,745

14,052

32%

12/31/09

(2 yr contract through
12/31/09)

77,072

15,090

80%

12/01/09

Work is in progress

11/01/09

Work is in progress

8/15/07

N/A

11/7/07

4/11/08

Silver Lake Playa (LOMR) City of Reno
Public Education

6/4/08

6/13/08

North Valleys Initiative

City of Reno /
Eco:Logic

172,448

56,816

67%

4/1/09

4/10/09

North Valleys Amendment to include
Regional Integrated
Wastewater System
Planning

City of Reno ECO:LOGIC

96,000

96,000

0%

6/4/08

6/13/08

TMDL Facilitation w/
Dave Ceppos

Cal State University
Sacramento

142,500

115,865

19%

8/01/10

Work is in progress

6/4/08

6/13/08

TMDL Phase 1

City of Reno LimnoTech

197,500

126,784

36%

11/01/09

Work is in progress

N/A

3/13/09

TMDL Legal Services

Somach Simmons &
Dunn

50,000

50,000

0%

1/7/09

3/13/09

Washoe County Public
Marlin Drain Hydro/Hydraulic analysis Works (Manhard)
of tributary watershed to
Swan Lake

50,000

50,000

0%

4/1/10

Awaiting W.C. Public
Works budget authority to
issue P.O.

11/5/08

12/12/08 Certified Landscape
Technician Program

8,120

8,120

0%

9/30/09

Notice to Proceed sent to
NLA

3/4/09

4/10/09

2009 Water Usage Review TMWA
Program

64,100

64,100

0%

6/30/10

Notice to Proceed sent to
TMWA

N/A

3/13/09

External Auditor for Fiscal Schettler, Macy & Silva
Year ending 6/30/09

7,800

7,800

0%

N/A

7/11/08

SNCAT televise NNWPC SNCAT
meetings

4,500

0

100%

4/30/09

N/A

7/11/08

SNCAT televise WRWC
meetings

SNCAT

4,500

0

100%

4/30/09

N/A

7/11/08

NNWPC Minutes

Niki Linn

10,000

7,560

24%

6/30/09

N/A

7/11/08

WMHB Minutes

Niki Linn

10,000

9,220

8%

6/30/09

N/A

11/7/08

WRWC and NNWPC
Legal Counsel

Rhodes Law Offices,
LTD

144,000

84,000

42%

11/30/09

4/29/2009

Washoe
Evapotranspiration (ET)

Target
Balance
Percent
Completion
Amount Remaining Complete
Date
Notes
42,000
14,953
64%
12/31/09
Archive of images
(3 yr contract) through
12/31/09.

Nevada Landscape
Association

Scheduled to go before
Reno City Council 5/13/09

Awaiting issuance of P.O.

Draft agreement sent to
contractor

P:\NNWPC\Meetings\Agenda Items\2009\050609\Item 12a Projects Status Report.xls
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Financial Report on the Regional Water Management Fund
Run Date: 4/29/2009
Fund 766
Period 1 thru 10 2009
Report: 400/ZF15

Accounts
481000 Interest-Pooled Inv.

Plan
(Budget)

Available
(Budget minus
Actual + PO)

Avail%
(of Budget)

PreCommit
(PO's
Requested)

Avail%
(of Budget
minus all
Commitments)

8,919.54

13

78,208.54-

8,919.54

482100 RGL Pooled Inv.

16,458.74-

16,458.74-

16,458.74

16,458.74

482200 URGL Pooled Inv.

36,049.74-

36,049.74-

36,049.74

36,049.74

906,146.05-

906,146.05-

546,128.95-

38-

546,128.95-

38-

1,521,564.00- 1,036,863.07-

1,036,863.07-

484,700.93-

32-

484,700.93-

32-

** REVENUE
701150 Contractual Wages
* SALARIES AND WAGES
710100 Professional Services

1,452,275.00-

13

Available
(Budget minus
PO
Requisitions)

78,208.54-

491060 Water Surcharge 1.5%

69,289.00-

PO Commit
Actual
(Revenue & (Remaining
Expenses) PO Balance) Actual + PO

498,533.00

218,810.86

218,810.86

279,722.14

56

279,722.14

56

498,533.00

218,810.86

218,810.86

279,722.14

56

279,722.14

56

1,600,000.00

457,842.34

857,677.37

742,322.63

46

742,322.63

46

710115 Prof Eng Services

399,835.03

9,163.14

710120 Legal Fees

9,163.14

9,163.14-

192,000.00

192,000.00-

1,740.79

1,740.79

1,740.79-

1,740.79-

240.00

240.00

240.00-

240.00-

87,286.54

87,286.54-

87,286.54-

108,000.00

710149 Invest Pool Alloc Ex
710155 Lobbying Services

84,000.00

26,132.19

9,163.1450,000.00

242,000.00-

710200 Service Contract

61,154.35

710355 Books and Subscriptions

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00-

10,000.00-

710509 Seminars and Meetings

5,135.40

5,135.40

5,135.40-

5,135.40-

710546 Advertising

1,851.44

2,255.44

2,255.44-

2,255.44-

711210 Travel

3,537.88

3,537.88

3,537.88-

3,537.88-

404.00

* SERVICES AND SUPPLIES

1,600,000.00

658,665.34

510,371.22

1,169,036.56

430,963.44

27

50,000.00

380,963.44

24

** EXPENDITURES

2,098,533.00

877,476.20

510,371.22

1,387,847.42

710,685.58

34

50,000.00

660,685.58

31

159,386.87-

510,371.22

350,984.35

225,984.65

39-

50,000.00

175,984.65

31-

*** Total

576,969.00
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Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission
DATE:

April 28, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission
(“NNWPC”)

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Report on legislative activities, including Bills introduced in the 2009 Nevada
Legislature that may affect the Western Regional Water Commission (“WRWC”)
and NNWPC

The following staff report lists Bills introduced in the 2009 Nevada Legislature, as of April 28, 2009,
which affect or are of interest to the WRWC and NNWPC. Bills identified with an * have been
amended from the original Bill as introduced. Bills identified with ** are exempt from the deadlines
for passage from Committee or House, and remain viable.
Bills Introduced
* AB442 Assemblywoman Kirkpatrick
Prohibits local governmental entities from making expenditures for
lobbyists. (BDR 31-176, 7/10/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Oppose as Written)

* SCR2 Legislative Committee to Oversee the Western Regional Water
Commission
Encourages entities that are engaged in water quality monitoring to
coordinate certain activities. (BDR 237, 8/13/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Support)

** SB345 Legislative Committee to Oversee the Western Regional Water
Commission
Makes an appropriation to the Truckee River Flood Project to
support ecosystem restoration activities. (BDR 238, 8/13/2008

WRWC Position:
(Support)

SB175 Legislative Committee to Oversee the Western Regional Water
Commission
Makes various changes to provisions governing flood control
districts. (BDR 20-239, 8/13/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Support)

* SB111 Legislative Committee to Oversee the Western Regional Water
Commission
Makes various changes to provisions governing the Western
Regional Water Commission. (BDR 240, 8/13/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Support)

SB37 Conservation and Natural Resources, State Department of
Establishes authority to award subgrants from the Drinking Water
State Revolving Fund, Wellhead Protection and Clean Water Act
Nonpoint Source programs. (BDR 360, 8/22/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)
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AB18 Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water
System (NRS 218.53871)
Authorizes the issuance of bonds for environmental improvement
projects for Lake Tahoe for 2009-2019. (BDR 375, 8/26/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

* AB54 Washoe County
Authorizes counties to prohibit use of private water or septic
systems where available public water or sewer systems exist and
provide a program to mitigate the costs of connection to the public
system. (BDR 473, 8/29/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

Intent of BDR: To clarify use of public funds for the public purpose
of assisting with paying connection fees for public water/sewer
systems where individual systems are failing and are failing or
degrading water sources; specifically: amend of Chapter 244 of
NRS to authorize the Board of County Commissioners to order a
person with an individual sewage disposal system to connect to
reasonably available municipal sewer if the property owner's
system is failing or the system is demonstrably degrading a source
of drinking water or increasing the costs of treating drinking water;
and further, to authorize the County to use grants, gifts or water
department funds to pay for the connection fees of those ordered
to connect.
SB105 Legislative Committee on Public Lands (NRS 218.5363)
Revises provisions governing the awarding of grants to certain
purveyors of water. (BDR 502, 9/1/2008)
** SB347 Legislative Committee on Public Lands (NRS 218.5363)
Makes an appropriation to the State Engineer to develop a
hydrologic database for water basins in Nevada. (BDR 503
9/1/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

* SB66 Douglas County
Revises provisions relating to water permits and water right
credits, to allow more time to complete work and apply water to
beneficial use for certain municipal uses.
(BDR 48—618, 8/29/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

SB224 Senator Care
Revises provisions governing voting and abstentions by public
bodies composed of elected officials only. (BDR 19-675,
11/14/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Oppose)

** AB355 Assemblyman Goedhart
Revises provisions relating to the rates of smaller public utilities
that furnish water or services for sewage. (BDR 693, 11/21/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

* AB416 Assemblyman Goicoechea
Requires the completion of an inventory of an entire water basin
before consideration of an interbasin transfer.
(BDR 732, 12/10/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)
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* AB119 Assemblywoman Leslie
Requires the Truckee Meadows Regional Plan to include policies
that are based on identified and sustainable water resources within
Washoe County. (BDR 22-750, 12/11/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Support, as
amended)

** SB374 Senate Committee on Natural Resources
Establishes parity in oversight of regional water authorities.
(BDR 848, 12/15/08)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

SB 373 Senate Committee on Natural Resources
Provides for study of economic impact of water importation
projects and development of a sensible water strategy.
(BDR 849, 12/15/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

* AB377 Assemblyman Bobzien
Makes various changes concerning the state water policy.
(BDR 48-887, 12/15/2008)
** SB311 Senator Mathews
Joint Requester: Assemblywoman Smith
Requires the fluoridation of public water systems serving Washoe
County. (BDR 40—924, 12/15/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

SJR8 Senator Rhoads
SJR: Urges Congress to preserve the traditional power of states
over land and water use. (BDR R-984, 2/2/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

* AB236 Assemblyman Grady
Revises provisions governing grants for water conservation and
capital improvements to certain water systems.
(BDR 1049, 2/9/2009) (By Request)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

* SB204 Senator Rhoads
Revises provisions governing notification of applications for
permits to appropriate water. (BDR 48-1086, 2/9/2009)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)

* AB480 Assembly Committee on Government Affairs
Increases the fee that is authorized to be imposed for intercounty
and interstate transfers of groundwater, and other fees.
(BDR 48—1161, 2/20/2008)

WRWC Position:
(Neutral)
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Northern Nevada
Water Planning Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

April 30, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Agenda items for the June 3, 2009 Commission Meeting

1. Discussion and possible approval authorizing the Program Manager to issue purchase orders
and execute contracts for fiscal year 2009-2010 in-budget, routine operating expenditures up
to $25,000 from the Regional Water Management Fund (“RWMF”), including but not
limited to:
a. Production of minutes of the Western Regional Water Commission (“WRWC”) and
the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (“NNWPC”) meetings, $20,000.
b. Television media coverage of NNWPC meetings and WRWC meetings held at
regular meeting locations, $7,200.
c. Television media coverage of meetings held at alternate meeting location, $2,040.
2. Discussion and possible recommendation to the WRWC for funding in amounts to be
determined from the RWMF to support additional work on the Truckee River Total
Maximum Daily Load project by MBK Engineers and LimnoTech, Inc.
3. Program Manager’s Report:
a. Status of projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional Water Management Fund
b. Financial report on the Water Management Fund
c. Report on Legislative Activities
d. Truckee River Flood Management Project status report
4. Informational report regarding Truckee Meadows Water Authority Standing Advisory
Committee, Barry Winzeler.
5. Other Informational Items

